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**ABSTRACT**

Stochastic processing networks model complex systems including semiconductor wafer fabrication lines, networks of data switches, and large-scale call centers. Key performance measures of such a network include throughput and average cycle time. Elements of an operational policy may include input control, sequencing, and routing; the choice of such a policy can dramatically affect network performance.

I will first demonstrate that even in simple networks, commonly used operational policies such as first-in-first-out sequencing may perform badly, failing to achieve even "throughput optimality." I will then introduce a family of policies known as maximum pressure policies. Such a policy needs only local or semi-local congestion information to be implemented. Often, its implementation does not require arrival rate information which can be difficult to be estimated reliably.

Next, I will focus on two appealing properties of maximum pressure policies. (1) These policies are shown to be throughput optimal, regardless of the processing network's topology or parameter values. (2) Such a policy is further shown to asymptotically minimize a certain diffusion-scaled quadratic holding cost when the network satisfies a heavy traffic condition and a complete resource pooling condition. Finally, I will discuss some recent research progress on these policies.
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